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SWE FACEBOOK
Join SWE’s Facebook group to ask questions to SWE members around the world!

SWE WEBSITE
Search for local collegiate and professional sections!! Find sections in your geographic area using SWE’s interactive map.

QUESTIONS?
CLICK ME!

CLICK ME!
CLICK ME!
CLICK ME!
CLICK ME!
BENEFITS OF COLLABORATING WITH OTHER SECTIONS

MORE RESOURCES

Collaboration increases outreach activity ideas, amount of volunteers, budget, supplies, etc. available to accomplish your outreach activities!

GREATER DIVERSITY

More volunteers helps to increase the diversity of the group. This creates a more inclusive environment for all!

FURTHER REACH

By collaborating with other sections, your outreach efforts reach a larger group of students from all walks of life and around the world!

HAVE QUESTIONS?

Contact the SWE Outreach Committee here!